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Sunshine So Fine
Barstool Prophets

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE--------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the#
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

Date: Fri, 1 May 1998 02:25:43 +0800
From: Pleau Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Pleau@wmc.com.au>
Subject: b/barstool_prophets/sunshine_so_fine.crd

lyrics and chords of: Sunshine so Fine by the Barstool Prophets

Please bear with me, this is my first try at tabbing.

date: 98/04/30

The Barstool Prophets are a great band that I ve been following for the
last few years (since
they became the Barstool Prophets) and have been looking for tabs for
their work for a long
time.  Maybe this will start it up!

Intro:
D	 C	 G	 D (x2)

Verse:

[tab]D			  		  C
Sun s up high in the clear blue sky[/tab]
[tab]G						 D
Though my mouth s gettin dry still I sing[/tab]
[tab]D							 C
Sun burns down through my fears as it s burned away the years[/tab]
[tab]	 G						 D
All the laughter and the tears are now missing[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
And I wonder[/tab]
[tab]			 D	 D
Where the time has gone[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
And I wonder[/tab]
[tab]			 D	 D
Where did I go wrong[/tab]



[tab]D					 C
Wasted all my time tryin so hard to find a rhyme[/tab]
[tab]	  G						 D
Lost the one thing truly mine which was my future[/tab]
[tab]D							 C
Though I still have the past I just don t know if it will last[/tab]
[tab]	 G				 D
Oh it s disappearin fast I am so unsure[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
And I wonder[/tab]
[tab]				 D	 D
What I will find on down the road[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
Will I blunder[/tab]
[tab]			 D	 D
Drop my shouldered load[/tab]

[tab]D				 C
Still I travel on and I rested until dawn[/tab]
[tab]	 G						 D
Til the blinding sun it showed it s here to guide me		(?)[/tab]
[tab]D						 C
Days passed by the same the place I m going has no name[/tab]
[tab]	 G						 D
I just hope fortune and fame will come and find me[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
And I ask myself[/tab]
[tab]				 D	  D
Is this what you want from life[/tab]
[tab]C			 G
And I reply[/tab]
[tab]				 D	  D
Oh it s worth the pain and strife[/tab]

[tab]D	 C	 G	 D (x4)	These are accompanied by Graham
"du-du-du"ing - listen to the[/tab]
					CD for the right timing
C	 G	 D	 D (x2)

D	 C	 G	 D
D	 C	 G	 D

[tab]D					  C
You should see me there on that road to nowhere[/tab]
[tab]G				   D
Looking for my share of the bigtime[/tab]
[tab]D			  C
Just let me be it s all up to me you see[/tab]
[tab]   G					 D
Nobody rides for free on this sunshine so fine[/tab]

D	 C	 G	 D



D	 C	 G	 D

C	 G	 D	 D
C	 G	 D	 D

[tab]D					 C
Is it too much to ask for some water from the flask[/tab]
[tab]		 G					 D
You see it s much too hot to bask in this sunshine so fine...[/tab]
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